INTRODUCTION
============

The noninvasive brain stimulation methods, such as repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) and transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS), are currently used for modulation of neural excitability \[[@B1],[@B2]\]. The application of high-frequency rTMS over the primary motor cortex (M1) has been shown to increase the cortical excitability during or after the stimulation in healthy subjects \[[@B3]\] and stroke patients \[[@B4]\]. Anodal tDCS over M1 has been shown to increase corticomotor excitability and improve contralateral hand function \[[@B5],[@B6]\]. Conversely, cathodal tDCS over the dominant M1 could decrease cortical excitability and improve functions of the non-dominant hands in healthy subjects \[[@B7],[@B8],[@B9]\]. A previous research suggested that it was the interhemispheric interaction that modulated the inhibition of transcallosal connections from the dominant motor cortex \[[@B10],[@B11]\]. The recent studies have demonstrated that the simultaneous bilateral tDCS over both M1s was more effective stimulation than the unilateral tDCS \[[@B9],[@B12],[@B13]\].

Until now, no research has been published on the effects of bihemispheric, dual-mode stimulation using both tDCS and rTMS. In this study, we investigated the interactive effects of simultaneous, dual-mode, noninvasive brain stimulation on corticomotor excitability and motor functions. We hypothesized that simultaneously stimulating both motor cortices with high-frequency rTMS over the non-dominant hemisphere and tDCS over the dominant hemisphere, might induce the add-on effect of unihemispheric stimulation through interhemispheric modulation. Therefore, the objective of this study was to investigate whether simultaneous tDCS over the contralateral (dominant) M1 would modulate the effects of high-frequency rTMS over the target (non-dominant) M1, and to determine their effects on the motor function and corticomotor excitability in healthy subjects.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Twenty-five healthy volunteers (10 men, 15 women; mean age, 25.5±2.1 years; range, 21-27 years) participated in the experiment. The exclusion criteria were as follows: 1) any clinically significant or unstable medical disorder, 2) any neuropsychiatric problem, 3) any history of epilepsy, and 4) participation in another ongoing study. The experiments were conducted with the understanding and written consent of each participant, and ethical approval was provided by the Institutional Review Board. All participants were right-handed with laterality quotients greater than 80, according to the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory.

This study was designed as a double-blind, random-order crossover trial. The participants underwent four randomly arranged, dual-mode stimulations under the following conditions: 1) condition 1, 10 Hz rTMS over the target M1 (non-dominant, right hemisphere) and sham tDCS over the contralateral M1 (dominant, left hemisphere); 2) condition 2, 10 Hz rTMS over the target M1 and anodal tDCS over the contralateral M1; 3) condition 3, 10 Hz rTMS over the target M1 and cathodal tDCS over the contralateral M1; and 4) condition 4, sham rTMS over the target M1 and sham tDCS over the contralateral M1. Each stimulation session was conducted on a different day, such that the consecutive stimulation sessions were separated by a washout period of at least 24 hours ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The magnitude of change in corticomotor excitability in the right M1 was measured by amplitude and latency of motor evoked potential (MEP). For the assessment of hand motor function, participants performed the Purdue Pegboard test, the box and block test, and the grip strength test with their left hands prior to and immediately after the stimulation in each condition.

Determination of motor cortex and resting motor thresholds
----------------------------------------------------------

To determine the optimal scalp location for bilateral M1s and the location for the intensity of rTMS and to evaluate the cortical excitability, a single-pulse TMS was performed on each subject prior to each session. The subjects were comfortably seated in a reclining armchair with both hands pronated on a pillow. Electromyography (EMG) data were collected from the contralateral first dorsal interosseous muscle via surface electrodes placed over these muscles in a belly-tendon montage. EMG activity was amplified using the Medelec Synergy EMG/EP system (Medelec, Oxford, UK), and the data were band-pass filtered at 10-2,000 kHz. The optimal scalp location, or the hot spot, was determined using a TMS system (Magstim Rapid^2^ stimulator; Magstim Ltd., Carmarthenshire, UK) and a 70-mm figure-of-eight coil. The handle of the coil was oriented 45° posterior to the midline, so that the electromagnetic current would flow perpendicular to the central sulcus; the stimulator was then moved over the scalp in 1-cm increments \[[@B6],[@B14]\]. Once the hot spot was identified, a single-pulse TMS was delivered to the location for determination of resting motor threshold (rMT), which was defined as the lowest intensity of stimulus necessary to produce MEPs ≥50 µV peak-to-peak amplitude in five out of ten consecutive trials. The muscle activity was carefully monitored by a real-time EMG, in order to confirm a relaxed state prior to stimulation \[[@B15]\].

Repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation
--------------------------------------------

In each session, rTMS was applied to the M1 of the right target motor cortex area corresponding to the left hand, using a Magstim Rapid^2^ stimulator with two booster modules. Real rTMS was delivered at 10 Hz and 90% rMT for 5 seconds with a 55-second inter-train interval. A total of 1,000 pulses were delivered over a period of 20 minutes. The stimulation was applied to the motor cortex by holding the figure-of-eight coil tangential to the skull. Sham rTMS was performed with the coil held at 90° from the scalp using the same stimulation parameters (duration, time, frequency) as with the real rTMS \[[@B4]\]. The rTMS protocols used in the present study are in accordance with the safety guidelines for rTMS applications \[[@B4]\].

Transcranial direct current stimulation
---------------------------------------

The tDCS was applied using a battery-driven DC stimulator (neuroConn GmbH, Ilmenau, Germany) over the right M1. A constant current flow of 1 mA was applied for 20 minutes through the wet sponge electrodes (size 7¡¿5 cm) positioned over the M1 and the contralateral supraorbital area. The M1 electrode was placed on the target site for cortical stimulation (the right M1). The supraorbital electrode was placed over the eyebrow, contralateral to the stimulated M1. The polarity of tDCS was established by the electrodes placed over the target M1. For example, the \'anodal tDCS\', the anode was placed over the right M1, whereas the \'cathodal tDCS\' involved positioning over the right M1. During the sham tDCS, the DC stimulator was activated at the beginning of the stimulation and then was gradually weakened after 5 seconds \[[@B16]\].

Assessment of hand motor function
---------------------------------

For evaluating the performance of hand motor function, each participant performed the Purdue Pegboard test \[[@B17]\], the box and block test \[[@B18]\], and the grip strength test \[[@B18]\] with their left hand just before and immediately after each session.

Statistical analysis
--------------------

For all statistical calculations, SPSS ver. 20.0 (IBM, Armonk, NY, USA) was used. A paired t-test was used to assess the statistical significance in the changes of MEP measurements and hand motor function tests, prior to and immediately after dual-mode stimulation in each condition. To assess differences in the time course of each stimulating condition, we used repeated measures ANOVA with post-hoc pairwise comparisons (Bonferroni corrected). The p-values less than 0.05 were considered statistically significant.

RESULTS
=======

No adverse effects were reported by the subjects during or after the stimulation. All subjects completed all four conditions.

Corticomotor excitability
-------------------------

The MEP amplitudes after stimulation were significantly higher than before stimulation in condition 1 (pre-stimulation, 871.99±345.48 mV; post-stimulation, 1,348.04±520.92 mV; p\<0.001) and condition 2 (pre-stimulation, 935.49±307.77 mV; post-stimulation, 1,323.10±628.17 mV; p=0.002). There were no significant differences in MEP amplitudes before and after the stimulations in conditions 3 and 4. The MEP amplitude was higher in condition 2 than in both condition 3 (p=0.006) and condition 4 (p=0.001); while in condition 1, it was only higher than the condition 4 (p=0.007). The MEP latency values measured at pre- and post-stimulations were not significantly different in any of the conditions ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

Hand motor function
-------------------

The results of the Purdue Pegboard test showed significant improvement after the stimulations under condition 1 (pre-stimulation, 15.84±1.25; post-stimulation, 16.64±1.32; p=0.007) and condition 2 (pre-stimulation, 16.12±1.62; post-stimulation, 16.84±1.21; p=0.007). The results of the box and block test showed significant improvement after the stimulations under condition 1 (pre-stimulation, 62.88±7.60; post-stimulation, 66.20±7.92; p=0.001) and condition 2 (pre-stimulation, 64.60±7.14; post-stimulation, 67.56±9.4; p=0.01). For the grip strength test, there was no significant difference between pre- and post-stimulations in any of the conditions ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

DISCUSSION
==========

This study was designed to investigate the interactive modulating effects of the high-frequency rTMS and simultaneously stimulating anodal or cathodal tDCS on the contralateral hemisphere. We concluded that the simultaneous stimulation of anodal tDCS over the left M1 and 10 Hz rTMS over the right M1 induced a neuromodulatory effect, which is interpreted by the interhemispheric interaction and homeostatic plasticity. This resulted in modulation of the rTMS effect on cortical excitability and hand motor function, as shown in condition 2 of this experiment.

By reducing cortical excitability in the dominant hemisphere, there may be an associated release of the contralateral motor cortex from suppression, which could explain the increase in cortical excitability in the non-dominant hemisphere \[[@B19]\]. Recent studies have found that applying cathodal tDCS over the dominant M1 modulates an interhemispheric interaction resulting in an inhibitory effect \[[@B8],[@B19],[@B20]\]. Siebner et al. \[[@B21]\] investigated the effect of dual-mode stimulation on motor function, using sequential stimulation of tDCS and rTMS over the same M1. They found that facilitatory preconditioning of M1 by anodal tDCS augmented the inhibitory effect of low-frequency rTMS and decreased cortical excitability. On the other hand, the inhibitory preconditioning by cathodal tDCS counteracted the inhibitory effect of low-frequency rTMS and paradoxically increased cortical excitability \[[@B21]\]. This paradoxical interaction of dual stimulation may be explained by homeostatic plasticity, which is a negative feedback-mediated form of plasticity that serves to maintain network activity at a desired set point \[[@B12]\].

Our method of bihemispheric, dual-mode stimulation inducing interhemispheric interaction may modulate motor functions and corticomotor excitability through homeostatic plasticity. We expected that simultaneous cathodal or anodal tDCS over the dominant M1, with 10 Hz rTMS over the non-dominant M1, induced the interhemispheric modulation via transcallosal inhibitory fibers and resulted in facilitation or inhibition of rTMS effect on cortical excitability in the non-dominant M1. However, contrary to our expectation, results of the present study showed that the simultaneous cathodal tDCS over the contralateral M1 cancelled the facilitating effect of 10 Hz rTMS on cortical excitability and hand motor functions. Furthermore, the simultaneous anodal tDCS over the contralateral M1 did not reduce the effect of 10 Hz rTMS. These may be interpreted to be the result of homeostatic plasticity of the non-dominant M1, which interacted with the subsequent effect of rTMS on neuronal excitability of healthy individuals. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to report the interaction between transcallosal modulation and homeostatic plasticity on the modulation of rTMS effect.

Our study did not, however, demonstrate the augmentation of a facilitatory effect of unimodal high-frequency rTMS on motor function by dual-mode stimulation. There are two possible interpretations from these results. First, the contralateral anodal tDCS may decrease the cortical excitability of the target motor cortex through interhemispheric inhibition; therefore, the facilitatory effect of subsequent rTMS could not exceed the effect from rTMS only, due to a lower basal excitability state, even though the facilitation itself is higher than the condition with rTMS only. Second, it is possible that the modulatory effect on the target motor cortex from the contralateral tDCS was indirect and therefore weaker than the direct tDCS stimulation to the target motor cortex.

Further investigation on the different combinations of dual-mode, noninvasive brain stimulation could contribute to the discovery of better therapeutic tools for improving motor functions.
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![Experimental design. Condition 1, high-frequency rTMS over the right M1 and sham tDCS over the left M1; condition 2, high-frequency rTMS over the right M1 and simultaneous anodal tDCS over the left M1; condition 3, high-frequency rTMS over the right M1 and simultaneous cathodal tDCS over the left M1; and condition 4, sham tDCS over the left M1 and sham rTMS over the right M1. Hand motor function tests, MEP amplitudes, and MEP latency were assessed immediately before and after the stimulation in each condition. rTMS, transcranial magnetic stimulation; tDCS, transcranial direct current stimulation; M1, primary motor cortex; MEP, motor evoked potential.](arm-38-297-g001){#F1}

![(A) MEP amplitude and (B) MEP latency in the right M1 pre- and post-stimulations. Error bars represent the standard deviation for each condition. ^\*^p\<0.05 between pre- and post-stimulation, ^\*\*^p\<0.05 among conditions. rTMS, transcranial magnetic stimulation; tDCS, transcranial direct current stimulation; M1, primary motor cortex; MEP, motor evoked potential.](arm-38-297-g002){#F2}

![(A) The Purdue Pegboard test and (B) the box and block test in the left hand, pre- and post-stimulations. Error bars represent the standard deviation for each condition. ^\*^p\<0.05 between pre- and post-stimulations. rTMS, transcranial magnetic stimulation; tDCS, transcranial direct current stimulation.](arm-38-297-g003){#F3}
